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Report Information  

Author: Ben Chapman 

Report Date: 13th March 2018 

Customer Name: Janet Network 

Scope of Impact: Janet Network Routing 

Relevant Ticket References: 180634 

Incident Information 

Date of Incident: 6th March 2018 Incident Reported: 06/03/2018 07:17 

Incident Resolved:  06/03/2018 10:27 Total Outage Duration: 190 minutes 

Introduction 

This report will outline the events that cover the outage experienced by Janet Connected Members on Tuesday 6th 

March 2018. 

 

Incident Timeline and Details 

JSD became aware of routing issues affecting a considerable number of customers during the maintenance period of 

Tuesday 6th March. During this period the only indication available to the desk that there was a serious issue was an 

increasing number of calls between 07:30 and 08:30 UTC. JSD reviewed the monitoring alarms which indicated no 

typical root cause so the case was forwarded to our second and third line engineers for further investigation.  

 

During the investigation we found some traffic was working normally, but there were some reachability issues for 

some IPv4 traffic through Docklands. There were no issues with IPv6 traffic. Disabling certain links fixed some issues 

and helped narrow down the cause of the reachability problems.  This fixed some problems but there were still 

other IPv4 reachability difficulties. 

 

Evidence pointed at certain Line Cards and these were reloaded to clear any forwarding problems.  This brought 

links back into service, but reachability problems remained, in particular to Manchester. Shutting down that link then 

cut off one of the core routers in Docklands (we subsequently diagnosed that forwarding issues on other Line 

Cards prevented its correct operation). With this router cut off, reachability issues began to fade, indicating that 

problems on this router weren’t a symptom but the likely cause.  Further forensic work was carried out but as the 

time was fast approaching 0930, the decision was taken to do an emergency reload of the router. When the router 

came back on-line the reachability issues appeared resolved. 

 

There remained a few reachability issues specific to the Telehouse PoP LAN infrastructure. It was found that when 

the core router was reloaded the routing changes in an adjacent router caused it to disable CEF (Cisco Express 

Forwarding). This results in all flows being packet switched, leading to reduced performance. Routing changes were 

made so that this router then only received default and Janet routes, rather than a full routing table. We were then 

able to re-apply CEF to fix these remaining issues.  
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Incident Resolution Activities 

1. Regards the Janet Core router:  we know that the forwarding problems affected two different line cards within 

the same router but when this router was reloaded we lost any information on the state of the forwarding 

tables held in the Line Cards. Router logs and diagnostics run showed nothing untoward.  We can’t be certain, 

but it is possible that the event could have been triggered by a combination of some the work carried out within 

the Tuesday morning maintenance period, and the cumulative effect of a slowly increasing software issue on the 

router.  Although none of the scheduled work directly affected this core router, it could have been a 

contributing factor to what was a router software malfunction. 

 

2. Regards the LAN infrastructure router at Telehouse: we have reduced the size of the routing table sent to it, to 

better cope with the routing load. This router is due to be replaced in the next few weeks. 

Problem Summary 

Corruption of internal forwarding tables on a Janet6 core router at Telehouse affected certain Line Cards.  These 

forwarding tables slipped out of sync with the router’s main routing table.  As a result, all traffic destined to the 

router’s internal addresses showed no issues (hence management systems showed nothing wrong here and router 

logs showed nothing untoward) but the router was intermittently not routing traffic to destinations beyond it. 

 

Once the problem was isolated and the routing issues diagnosed, an emergency reload of the core router was 

carried out to restore services.  

 

Problem Management /Service Improvements Identified 

We would not expect any of the work planned and carried out on Tuesday morning to have affected this core 

router in any way. With no useful information to pass to Juniper for any in-depth investigation we’ll not be able to 

determine exactly what caused the forwarding table corruption. 

This core router is running the latest version of software in service, however, whilst rare, similar forwarding 

malfunctions have been experienced on other types of Juniper routers with earlier versions of software (maybe two 

or three over the last 5 years). This is therefore not specific to a particular version of software and so rolling back 

will not fix the problem. 

   

 


